
Aphorisms from "The Analects" by Confucius My Translation 
 
1.  To learn and at due times to repeat what one 
     has learnt, is that not after all a pleasure?  
 
2.  Remain unsoured even though one's merits 
     are unrecognized by others.  
 
3.  The good man does not grieve that other  
     people do not recognize his merits.  His only  
     anxiety is lest he should fail to recognize 
     theirs.  
 
4.  Let there be no evil in your thoughts.  
 
5.  Behave in such a way that your father and  
     mother have no anxiety about you, except  
     concerning your health.  
 
6.  A gentleman can see a question from all  
     sides without bias.  The small man is biased  
     and can see a question only from one side.  
 
7.  When you know a thing, to recognize that       
     you know it, and when you do not know a  
     thing, to recognize that you do not know it.   
     That is knowledge.  
 
8.  In the presence of a good man, think all the  
     time how you may learn to equal him.  In the  
     presence of a bad man, turn your gaze  
     within.   
 
9.  In old days a man kept a hold on his words,  
     fearing the disgrace that would ensue should  
     he himself fail to keep pace with them.  
 
10.  A gentleman covets the reputation of being  
      slow in word but prompt in deed.  
 
11. In old days men studied for the sake of self- 
      improvement; nowadays men study in order  
      to impress other people.  
 
12. A gentleman is ashamed to let his words  
     outrun his deeds.  
 
13. He who will not worry about what is far off  
      will soon find something worse than worry  
      close at hand.  
 
14. To demand much from oneself and little from  
      others is the way to banish discontent.  
 
15. Learn as if you were following someone 
      whom you could not catch up, as though you  
      were frightened of losing.  
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